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What does it mean to be
forgotten?

Article 17 of the European Union’s General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) includes a
Right to Erasure (or as it is generally framed,
the “right to be forgotten.”) The language is
unambiguous and includes definitions that
generally define the “what” of the obligation.
The “when” is slightly fuzzy. Citizens have the
right to the erasure of their personal
information “without undue delay and the
controller shall have the obligation to erase
personal data without undue delay.” In
practice, this means that a company must
respond to a complaint within 30 days, but
that response may simply be “we got your
message, stay tuned.”
The California Consumer Privacy Act of 2018
also includes the right to deletion of personal
data. “A consumer shall have the right to
request that a business delete any personal
information about the consumer which the
business has collected from the consumer.”
Subsequent sections of the law address the
“what,” and the law is less ambiguous about
the “when.” Thirty days’s written notice is
required before a consumer can sue for
statutory damages.
The missing detail in both statutes is the
“how.”

The California and EU laws use words like
“erasure,” “deidentify,” and “delete.” They are
explicit about what this means and the data
elements that are covered.
Some practical notions of erasure are not
sufficient. Keeping a customer record in the
company’s database and marking it as deleted
doesn’t fit the bill. Few, if any, definitions of
erasure include changing the value of a field.
The California law says that the data controller
must ensure that it “has implemented business
processes that specifically prohibit
reidentification of the information.” That gives a
clear indication of what it means to be
forgotten. The data must be physically erased
and it cannot be reconstituted.
Here there is a clear distinction between being
forgotten and opting out. The opt-out process
may well involve marking a database record as
an “opt-out.” Indeed, since many companies
offer a menu of opt-out choices, it is possible
to update a record different ways on separate
occasions. Still the record, however altered,
may be retained. Erasure is different.
Let’s try a thought experiment. A covered
citizen informs a company that he wishes to be
“forgotten.” A compliance clock starts ticking
in the background. A wise company erases
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the person’s information from its databases.
The end.

In short, you must remember who you have
forgotten. The only question is how.

Or is it?
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Does erasure also cover documents stored in
a file cabinet? In most cases, it does. It
definitely doesn’t mean sales and service
information. These data are specifically
excluded from GDPR and may be subject to
warranty agreements or data retention
regulations which are also binding.
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But here is the crux of the matter. If there is a
clock ticking on erasure and the company
must delete the person’s information before it
counts down to zero, how does it erase the
information and prove that it did so in the
allotted time?
That is, how does the company prove that it
has erased Bob’s information without keeping
a record that Bob’s data was deleted? This
record must include a unique identifier for Bob
otherwise it is meaningless. It must include a
time stamp, otherwise there is no proof that
the deletion took place in time. Does it also
need to include a list of the specific kinds of
data that were erased and where these data
were stored? In GDPR, it doesn’t. In upcoming
privacy regulations, who knows.
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